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Let 2 be a denumerable set and let Q = (Q,,),,+, be an irreducible semi-Markov kernel. ‘The 
main results of the paper are: 
(i) Q is (at-recurrent (resp. a-transient, a-positive recurrent, a-null recurrent) if and only if it 
can be w&ten in the form Q,, (dt) = h,h;‘e”& (dr), where 0 c h, <a~ for all i E I, 6 is an 
irreducible, recurrent (resp. transient, positive recurrent, null recurrent) semi-Markov kernel. 
(ii) If Q is a-recurrent, then there is a row vector w = (w,),~, and a column vector h = (h,)fEk 
which satisfy ?r[fie”Q(dr)] = TV and [lce”(p(dt)jh = h. 
(iii) Q is a-posijive recurrent if and only if rr[JZ te”Q(dr)lh c a~. 
Based (cn the preceding results a Markov renewal imit theorem is proved. We also study the 
application of our results to Markov processes. 
‘: Aroduction 
When we study the limit behaviour of transient semi-Markov processes, the 
concepts of a -iecurrencte, a - trunsiencq a -positbe recurrence and a -null recurrence 
(abbreviated the a-properties) introduced by Cheong [l] are needed. This 
a-theory is an extension of the R-theory of matrices (see Vere-Jones [12, 131). 
According to Cheong, in an irreducible semi-Markov process the Laplace trsns- 
forms of the transition probabilities P,,(t) have a common abscissa of convergence, 
say a. The plrocess i called a-recurrent if for some pair of states i,j (and hence for 
all i, j) 
1 
00 
eV,,(t)dt = 00; 
0 
otherwise the process is a-transient. 
The aim of our paper is to study directly the 
renewal processes and their a -properties. [Here 
1: 
semi-Markov kernels of 
we speak about Markov 
(1 1) J 
Markov 
renewal 
2 E, Nummelin 
processes, There is a close correspondence b tween Markov renewal processes and 
semi=Markov processes ( ee e.g. [3]).] The analogy with the R-theory of matrices 
then becomes clearer. The limit behaviour of transient semi-Markov processes can 
be, examined by using the main result of the present paper (see Theorems 4.3 and 
!Ll), which states that an a-recurrent (resp. aqtaansient, a-positive recurrent, 
a-null recurrent) semi-Markov kernel can be transformed by a “similarity trans- 
form” into a recurrent (resp. transient, positive recurrent, null recurrent) semi- 
Markov kernel (see [9]). Our results give as special cases on one hand the R-theory 
of discrete time Markov chains and on the other hand the a-theory of continuous 
time Markov pyoce8;ses. In the last section we briefly consider the latter case. 
2@ On the renewal measures 
WedenoteN={&l,... },N+={l,2 ,... },R=(-~p),R+=[O,=),R_=(-m,O), 
k = R+ U { + 00); B (resp. % +, a+) denotes the Barel-subsets of R (resp. R,, ii,). 
For any t li=’ R, I? E % we write B - t = {X - t; x E B}. The indicator function of a 
set A is denoted by 1 A* Any measure F defined on (R,, a+) is automatically 
extended to (R, a) by setting F(R) = 0. The convolution of two measures F and G 
on (R+:. a+) is defined by 
(F * G)(B) = [ F(B - t)G(dt), BEa+. 
R+ 
(2 1) . 
The n-fold convolution of a measure F with itself is denoted by F*” ; F*’ is defined 
to be the Dirac xileasure Ed, which assigns unit mass to the origin. The convolution 
of a measurable non-negative function f : R --), R, and of a meascie F on (R,, a+) is 
defined as the function F *f : R+ ii+ 
(F -*f)(x) = \a+ f(x - t) F(dt), x E R. 
Further we denote 
F”(B) = 1 eA’F(dr), h E R, B E 3 ; 
B 
(2 2) . 
, 
(2 4 . 
f”(x) = e^‘f(x), A, x E R; ( 4) 3 W. 
F(R+) = 8 FA (R,) = PA. (2 5) * 
We have 
FA * GA = (F * G)‘, FA*fA =(F+f)A. . (26) . 
Let in the following F be a fixed subprobability measure on (R,, H,) such that 
4 \ {O}) >0 (non-degeneracy assumption). We call the measure 
Z = “go F*”
P (2 7) . 
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the renewal meusure associated with F. 2 satisfies 
i?= E~+F*Z, (2,,6p 
2 = 00 if and only if F is a probability. (2.9) 
For a thorough treatment of renewal measures and renewal processes the reader is 
referred to [6, Ch. XI]. The following lemma is useful. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 
(Y = sup{A E R; 2” c 00). 
Then Q E R,, and for all A E (-q ar] 
p*61 
and Z” is the renewal measure associated with F”. 
Proof. The non-degeneracy of F implies ar < 00. By (2.6) and (2.8) we have for any 
AER 
Z” = E~+_F” *ZA. (2.12) 
By the properties of convolution 
Z -bl+p& (2.13) 
Hence 2” < 00 if and only if EA < 1. This proves the assertion when A <: a. The 
non-degeneracy of F implies that EA < 1 for all A E R_. Hence QI E R,. By the 
monotone convergence theorem we get the assertions when .‘; = a. Cl 
The constant cx E R, in (2.10) is called the conucrgence parameter. The lemma 
suggests the following definition: 
Definition 2.2. For a fixed A E ( - a, a] the renewal measure Z is A -recurrent, if 
-A Z = 00. Otherwise it is A-transient. A A-recurrent renewal measure Z is A -posiriue 
recurrent, if JR+ tF” (dt) c m, Otherwise it is A-null recurrent. 
Rem& 2.3. For A < a, Z is trivially A-transient. Thus only the case A = a is 
interesting. By the previous lemma, Z is a-recurrent, if and only if 
-a F =l. (2.14) 
3. Description of the Markov renewal process 
Our definition of a Markov renewal process (abbreviated MRP) will be construc- 
tive (cf. [4, 521). Let I be a denumerable set and let A be a point not in I. Denote 
I= I U(A). Let 9 (resp. 9) be the a-field of all subsets of I (resp. r>. Let 
emi-Marksv kernel on I, 1,~ the elements &u are subprobability measures on 
(&, a+) such that &&,, * 1 fo I, Let ((J& T,); n E N) be a’Markev chain 
on the measurable space (f x a+, +) with stationary transition probabilities 
P((& W/1 x B) m Qi/@ - ~1, Q 2) 8 
P(U, ~1, {A ;I x W) - 1 - 
for the definition of ~tl Markov chain with general measurable state space see eg, [g, 
Ch, V], For every t E I we denote by I? 
((1 x iir, (3 x C# r) assscia:ied with the 
initiat condition X0 - i, TO - 0 (see [S, 
expectation is denoted by El, Let 
In =(IXiir; 
Jce * (J x R y; 
the probability on the measurable space 
transition probabilities P( m ; e ) and the 
Proposition V, 1, I]), The corresponding 
(3 ) *3 
(3 4) , 
nEN, (3 9 . 
It is easy to see that we have constructed an MRP 
(JC T) = V&J& K, X,, Tn, (8 ),e$ (3 6) I 
with state space I and semi-Marksv kernel Q in the sense af [,5, Definition 2.11. It is 
welf-known that there is a ciose correspondence b tween the MRP’s and semi- 
Markov p:ocesses (abbr, SIMP). For this and other properties of the MRP’s and 
SMP’s the reader is referred to [3, !I], In the following we list the notations to be 
used: 
N(B) = carcjl(n 62 N; X, = i, Z, E B;, i E I, B E S,; 
&j(B) =* G[&(B)]; 
R the matrix (&( l ))bjel; 
‘P = inf { bp E N,; .x,, = i}, by convention i f fl = 00; 
Ej(B) = Pi(a:, E B, 7j c 00); 
E the matrix (&( 9 ))LIEI. 
(3 71 * 





For matrices Q = (Q ij ) i,jEf and S = (S~j)~~e~~ the elements of which are measures on 
(R+, %+), we denote the convolution 
(3.13) 
(3J7) 
where Cl*” is the diagonal, measure valued matrix with sQ-measures as diagonal 
elements, 
We denote for at1 i, j, k E I the taboo renewal measures 
k&(B) = &[cN,(B)], J3 e RJ, (3x3) 
where 
kNj(B)%5card(nEN,;xn=j,T”EB,n (3.19) 
(note that PI = 0 is excluded), They satisfy 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
The semi-Matkov kernel 8 of an MRP {(X,,, Tn)} is called irreducible (resp. 
recurpent, frtpnsient), if the imbedded Markov chain {X} is irreducible (resp. 
recurrent, transient), ‘The irreducibility 6f Q means that for all i, j E f 
Pi{& =F,’ j fair some n E N,) = fij > 0; (3.23) 
the recurrence of 0 means tha’t for all i, j E I 
R, A 1, (3.24) 
A state i E I of a recurrent MRF is called positive recrrrrent, if 
(3.25) 
otherwise i is nuN recurrent, A11 states of an irreducibte and normal MEW are either 
positive or null recurrent (see [3, LEenima 6.71. 
The Ferni-l&rkov kernel Q is called non-&generute, if for some i, j E ,.l 
Qli (R+ \ (0)) > 0. (3.26) 
a 
hwof of ‘harem 4.1, Let A E R+. Suppose that k, I E I are such that 
&- @J, 
LIst l,j E I be rrrbittwy. By irreducibitity there are m, n E N, such that 
P&x, = k)sO, P,(X, =j)xla 
we htw!~ 
e%, (dt) 
For the following theorems note that an 
Gtecumend (resp. I-transienit), if and only if it 1 
T = @Hut, 
irreducible matrix T = (ti,t)i,jef is 
can be written in the form 
( 8) 4, 
where $ is an irreducible, substochastir, recurrent (resp. transient) matrix and H is 
a diagonal matrix with strictlly positive diagonal elements (see [13, 831). For the 
R-theory of matrices the reader is referred to [ 12,131. Here we can consider (4.8) as 
a definition for l-recurrence and l-transience. In the present context i is important 
to note the difference between the concepts of R-property (for matrices) and 
areproperty (for semi-Markav kernels). 
If T is l-recurrent or l-transient, there is a row vector w and a column vector tr, 
which have strictly positive elements, and which are respectively eft and’ right 
subinvariant, i.e. 
WTSW and Thtch; (4 9) . 
if T is l-recurrent, then w and h are unique up to scalar multiplication and even 
invariant: 
VT = v:, 7% := h (4.10) 
Theorem 4.Z]. 
following characterize the ar-properties of the given irreducible 
semi-Markov kernel Q. Let a! be the convergence parameter of Q (see 
Theorem 4.1). 
Theorem 4.2. (i) For cony fixed A E (- a, a] and s E I, the row vector 
w .= (3 f&l 
and the column vector 
h = (Sk&E, = :&),,I (see (3.11) and (3.18)) 
are respectively le@ and right subinvariant for the matrix 6”. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(ii) If A = cy and Q is a -recurrent, then they are unique up to scalar multiplication 
und even invariant ; then lalso (cf. [ 1, Lem,ma 51) for every i, j, k E I 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
hewem 4.3. (i) Let A E ( - 0~ , a] be arbitrary. We define the measure valued matrix 
() = H-‘QAH, (4.15) 
where H is the diagonal matrix with diagonctl elements h, = $@ (s E Ifixed) and Q A 
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is given by (3.14). 6 is an irreducible semi-Markov kernel. 1.f A = ](r and Q is 
tr-recurrent, then Q is recurrent; otherwise Q is transient. 
(ii) Conversely, assume that the semi- Markov kernel Q is of the form 
Q = H&-“H-l, (4.16) 
where H is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal elemer?s, Q is an 
irreducible sem.i-Markov kernel and A E R. Then (4.15) holds, A s Q and Q is 
irreducible. If Q is recurrent, then A = Q! and Q is a-recurrent. If Q is transient, then Q 
is A -transient. 
(iii) The assertions (i) and (ii) hold, if we replace Q by its dual 
Q = J7-‘(Q”)TI.~, (4.15’) 
and H by LI, where T means transpose and U is the diagonal matrix with diagonal 
elements ni (i E I). 
Theorem 4.4. The following implications hold: 
(i) If Q is an ac -recurrent kernel. then Qa is a l-recurrent matrix. 
(ii) If Q is h -transient, then Q A is h-transient, 
(iii) If t$ A is l-recurrent, then A = a! and Q is a! -recurrent. 
(Iv) If @ is l-transient, then A =G CY and Q is A -transient. 
We give the proofs of the theorems at the 2nd of this section. Before these we 
prove five Iemmas. 
Lemma 4.5. Let Q and Q be related according to (4.15) (or quivai’ently according to 
(4.16)), where the diagonal elements hi of H are strictly positive and finite. Then Q is 
iweducible if and only if 6 is irreducible. 
Proof. By the definition, Q is irreducible if and only if for any pair i, j E I there is 
tl E N, such that 
(jf’ > 0 (4.17) 
(we denote the n th iterate of 0 by 0” = (6iT:ji,jEI). It is easy to set that (4.17) is 
equivalent to 
IQ 1 -* po. (4.18) 
By (4.15) 
[(3(R+)]l;’ = h;‘16^]$” h,. (4.19) 
Ety (3.23) and because 0 <: h, < 00 for all i E I, (4.18) is equivalent o the irreducibil- 
ilty of 0, which proves the assertion. q 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that A =: cy and Q is ~recurrent. Then v and h as defined by 
(4.11) and (4.12) satisfy 
& = fr, (4.20) 
&h = h, (4.21) 
or, = h, = 1, (4.22) 
tai, hi E (0, 00) for all i E I. (4.23) 
‘ 
Proof. We have by (4.1), (4.11) and (4.12) 
or, = h, =,$&j+ 1, , 
which proves (4.22). By (2.5!, (3.21) and the monotone convergence theorem 
By the monotone convergcwce theorem and by the properties of convolution 
By (4.22) we get (4.20). The proof of (4.17) is similar. The starting equation is (cf. 
(3.20) and (4.12)) 
Es=Qi.s+ 2 Qij*F;,. 
jEZ\ (5) 
(4.24) 
The proof of (4.23) follows from irreducibility. By the elquivalence of (4.17) and 
(4.18) there are for any i E I numbers m, n E N, such that 
[@$“)>O and [da]$‘)>O. (4.25) 
By (4.20) and (4.22) 
Hence qri < 3~. On the other hand 
The proiof for the rest of (4.23) is similar. 0 
Lenma 4.7. For any h E (- 00, at] the vectors n and h as defined by (4.11) and 
(4.12) satisfy 
w@ S n; (4.26) 
&hsh (4.27) 
and (4.23). 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2. The inequalities in (4.26) and 
(4.27) folfow from (4.2). 0 
Let H be the diagonal matrix 
H = diag(!&l (4.28) 
= diag (&)),,, (AE(-m,at]andsEIfixed). 
By Lemma 4.3, hi E (0, do) for all i E I. Define 6 by 0 = .U-‘QAH. 
Lemma 4.8. 0 is a semi-Markov kernel. 
Proof. We have 
G hf’ hi = 1 by (4.27). I3 
Now we can construct an MRP (X, f) induced by the semi-Markov kernel 0 (see 
Section 3). We define fi, ;I, etc. for the MRP (X, f) as R, q, etc. for (X, T) (see 
Section 3). The following lemma connects the first passage times of (X, 7’) and 
(X, f). For the definition of F see (3.12). 
Lemma 4.9. (i) We have fi = H-‘F’H. Int prticular, I$ (R,) = & for all i E I. 
(ii) l/s/e have fi = H”R ‘H. 
Proof. (i) For all i, j E I, B E a+ 
fij(B)=Pi{TT, E B, rj <a} 
= 2 Pi{Xl# j, . . . , X”-l’# j, Xn = j, T, E B} 
n=l 
(4.29) 
where $ij (n) ‘(i, j E I, n E N,), is the set of sequences {io, . . . , in} C 1 such that i. = i, 
iV#j for v=l,..., n-l and i,,,=j. Hence 
Iby (2.6), (4.29) and the monotone convergence theorem. 
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(ii) The proof follows from (2.6), (3.17) and the monotone convergence 
theorem. tl 
Now we can prove the theorems. 
Proop of Tbewem 4.3. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 0 is an irreducible semi-Markov 
kernel. Suppose that A = CY and Q is cs)-recurrent. By Lemma 4.5 and condition 
(4.t), for any i E I 
&(R+)= &= 1, 
which shows that d is recurrent. If Q is h-transient then a similar argument shows 
that 8 is transient. Thus (i) is proved. 
Conversely, assume that (4.16) holds. Then (4.15) follows fom the definitions (see 
Section 2). Q is irreducible by Lemma 4,l. The rest of assertion (ii) follows from 
i ,&;r;~ A 5 ~“6 &.e t?z- I‘-‘== YII.%.._IU . ‘Y ¶aSL-;L ,-Gih S&A% bABkrua..s---~ Aitinn  (4.i) and (4.2). The proof of (iii) is similar to (i) 
and (ii). Cl 
Prod of Theorem 4.4. Let Q be a-recurrent. By Theorem 3 the stochastic matrix 
&R+) is recurrent. By (4.25) 
&a = HQ(R+)H-‘. (4.30) 
Assertion (i) now follows from (4.8) and (4.23). Assertion (ii) is proved by a similar 
argument. 
Suppose now that 0” is a l-recurrent matrix. By the remarks made before 
Theorem 4.2, there is a diagonal matrix H such that the matrix H-‘&H is 
stochastic and recurrent. Define 0 by 0 = H-IQ AH; then 0 is a recurrent 
semi-Markov kenel. By Theorem 4.3(ii), h = (Y and Q is a-recurrent. Thus we have 
proved (iii). Assertion (in) is proved similarly. q 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Lemma 4.7 contains assertion (i). By Lemma 4.6, 7~ and h 
are invariant for &, if Q is cu-recurrent. By Theorem 4.4, Qa is a l-recurrent 
matrix. The remark made before (4.10) then implies the uniqueness of w and h. The 
equations (4.13) and (4.14) follows from the uniqueness and from (4.22). i= 
5. 031 a-positive recurrent kern& 
In this s.ection yve assume that the semi-Markov kernel Q is non-degenerate, 
irreducible and (Y W recurrent. 
Let 6 be the row vector with efements 
(5 1) . 
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We remind the reader of the definition of a-positive recurrence: a state i cz I is 
cr-positive recurrent if and only if &i > 0. We denote by C the matrix 
c= iR+ Pa=(d) = IR+ te-lQ(dt). (5 2) . 
Let 3 and h be the left and right invariant vectors of the matrix &, let 
H = diag(h) and Iet 6 be the recurrent semi-Markov kernel 6 = H-‘Q”H (cf. 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.3). 
Theorem 5.1. The following identity holds: 
& = (7&h)-‘nW. 
Let s E I be an arbitrary fixed state. The following are equivalent: 
0 i 
0 ii . . . 






s is an a-positive recurrent state for the MRP (X, T); 
s is positive recurrent for (2, f); 
dh <a; 
Q is an a -positiUe recurrent kernel, i.e. all states i E I are a -positive recurrent ; 
6 is a positive recurrent kernel. 
Let us first prove (5.3). By [3, Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.121 
&r = &s&i, i, s E I, 
fiS = (M)-‘, 
where 7i = mH is the unique left invariant vector of the recurrent matrix 
H”(r”H such that ii, = 1, and Si is the column vector with elements 
?jji = 
I 
tz &dt), i EI, 
R+ jEZ 
W) 
(5 5) . 
0 (IL) = 
( 6) 5 . . 




t 2 hT’Q;(dt)hj) 
jEZ iE2 
Hence 
= H-‘Ch by (5.2). 
fi = (7jfi)-% by (5.4) and (S.S), 
= (THH-‘Ch )-‘?rH by (5.7), 
= (vCh)-‘mH. 
By Lemma 4.9, we have for any i E I 
(5.7) 
f 
t fii(dr) = [ t F%(dt) = (hi)-‘a 
R+ JR+ 
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From this and the d&nit:ions of positive recurrence and a-positive recurrence we 
get the equivalences (i) 4H r[ii)r and (iv) CL-4 (v). 
To conclude the proof we must prove the implications (i) =+ (iii) + (iv), 
because (v) + (i) trivially. This follows from the remark after (S.l), from (4.23) 
and from (5.3). El 
Gorollsry 5.2 (cf: [ 1, Theorem 111. A PI states i E I are either a -positive recurrent OT 
a-null recurrent. 
Remark 5.3. Note that the a-positive recurrence of Q is not connected vvith the 
positive recurrence of the matrix &W+>. 
6. Marksv renewal limit theorems 
In this section we extend the Markov renewal theorem (3.7) of (Mar [S] tc 
a erecurren t kernels. 
The concept of a directly Wiemann integtabfe 
theory. We define 
9 = (f : R, + R, ; f is directly Riemann 
integrable iin the sense of Feller} 
function is important in renewa. 
(6 1) . 
(see [6, p. 3611). An extension of the concept suitable for Markov renewal theory 
has been given by Cinlar [S, Definition 3.11: 
Minition 6.1, Let p = (pi)iEl be a non-negative row vector and let f : (i, t) +fi(t) 
be a mapping of I x R, into R+. The function f is said to be directly Riemann 
integrable with respect to !C (notation: f E 9(p)), provided that: 
(i) for each i E I, the map fi : R, -+ R, is measurable; , 
(ii) the function pf = XiErpifl- is integrable; 
(iii) l$ [S 2 2 pi inf (6 (t); id3 c t < n6 f 6) 
n==O iEI I 
*In the following the vectors n and h and the matrices H and C are defined as in 
Section 5. Let g be a map from I X R, into R+ and let y be a vector y = (ri)ilI. We 
write Em,,, g(t) = 7 to indicate that lim L_,3D gi (t ) = yi for all i E 1. We denote by 1 
the column vector with li = 1 for all i E I. 
Theorem 6.2. Let Q be an aperiodic? irreducible 
kernel. Suppose that f : I X + is such t/tat f 
and cu-recurent semi-Markov 
=e ““‘f E 9(w). Then. 
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lim eur(R ak f)(C) = (7&h)-‘(7rp)h r--a, (6 2) . 
(we consider the vector f = (fi ( l ))iEI as a column vector and we define 
R * f : (i, t)+ IZj,,A!i* fi (t)). 
Prod. By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, the row vector ?i = 7tH is the unique (up to scalar 
multiplication) left invariant vector of the r,,, -*lrrent sicochastic matrix (i(R,). We 
denote by ti the column vector 
ti = [ 1., t&dt)-j 1 (6 3) . 
= H-‘Ch (see (5.7). 
It is easy to see that Q is aperiodic if and only if 6 is aperiodic (use Lemma 4.5). By 
Definition 6.1 
f* E 9(n) e H-If” E 9(s). 
By [S, Theorem (3.7)] 
lim R * (H’-*f”)(t) = (M)-‘(liH_‘p)l t-m 
We have 
= (A% )-‘(+ ) 1 by (6.3). 
g * (H-If”‘) = H-‘R” * f” by Lemma 4.5 and by algebra, 
= H-‘(R *f)“. 
Hence 
lim ea’(R 4: f)(t) = lim (R *f)“(t) t-w= I+= 
= (&h)-‘H(+)P 
= (wCh)-‘(#‘)h by algebra. q 
The dual result is 
Theorem 6.3. Let 0 be as in Theorem 6.2. Suppose that q : I X R+ + a+ is such that 
q9 E 9(h). Then 
lim ear(Q * R)(I!) = (nCh)-‘($“h)w I+= (6.4) 
(we consider the veci!or Q = (Qi ( l 'I)iEI as a rdpw vector and we define 
Q *R: (i, t)+ EjE,Qj * diir,ii(il')). 
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Pmof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2. Equation (4.15’) is used 
instead of (4.15). Cl 
Remark 6.4, When Q is recurrent (i.e. ~1 = 0), Theorem 6.2 reduces to [S, 
Theorem (3.7)].The arlier version of [S, Theorem (3.7)] (see[3, (6.9)] is not correct. 
7. On the cr-gwalperties of continuous time Maikov processes 
It is well-known that we get both the discrete time Maakov chains and the 
continuous time jump Markov processes as special cases from the Markov renewal 
processes;. In the former case we let the sojourn time in any state be equal to one; in 
the latter case the sojourn time in any state i will be exponential, the parameter 
depending on i. .[n the former case the application of our results provides nothing 
new to the R-theory of 1121. However, the application of our results to continuous 
time Markov processes may be of some interest. The reader is also referred to [7, 
10, ll] for the or-theory of Markov processes. 
Let 7 = 4 U (A} be as before. Let 2 = (~~~)i,j~~ be the Q-matrix of a standard 
Markav process on 1, such that for all i, j E I 
Osqfj So0 for i# j, (7 1) . 
Oe -qfi =qi Coo, _ 
@A =qi - z qij, q4ii = 0. 
jZi 
(4 2) . 
‘tit a z (Qij)bjEi be the following semi-Markov kernel 
0 for i = j, 
Qij(dt) = 
I qij 
dt for i# j. 
Let (X, T) = {[X,,, Tn); a E N} 
and let {X(t); t cf R,} be the 
/Y 
be the Markov renewal process with the kernel (3, 
corresponding semi-Markov process 
fi sllpIntEN; T”W) for t < sup, T,, 
X(t) = 
A for t 9 sup,, Tr,. 
(7 3) . 
It is well known that the semi-Markov process (X(t)} on I is in fact the minimal 
Ldarkov process corresponding to the Q-matrix 9 (called also the Feller process of 
9) (see [1, IL l-8]). 
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We assume that I is an irreducible class for {X(t)} (that is P,{X(t) = j} = 8, (t) > 
0 for all ,i, j E d and t > 0). This implies that the semi-Markov kernel IQ is 
irreducible. It is. easy to see that our definitions of the convergence parameter CI 
and of the Q -properties coincide with the standard definitions for Markov processes 
(see [7]). We ha\ve for all A E R and i, j E I 
0 
I 
for i = j, 
e,; = ‘1 (qi - A)-‘& for i#i; A’ ’ ’ 
I 00 for i# j, A 
As a corollary. of Theorem 4.4 we get 
Proposition 7.L (i) If the Markov process 
Oa = (di)i, jEI is l-recurrent, _ 
{X(t)} is a-recurrent then the matrix 
(ii) if (X(t)j is h-transient, then @ is l-transient, 
(iii) if 0” is I-recurrent, then A = cy ( = the convergence parameter) and (X(t)} is 
Q! -recurrertt, 
(iv) if @ is l-transient, then A s Q! and {X(t)} is A -transient, 
(V) a! <: qi fOr cl11 i E I. 
Proof. We need only prove (v). By (i), (ii) and (7.4) we get (v), since the elements of 
a l-recurrent or l-transient matrix are necessarily finite. Cl 
The following lemma is useful: 
, Lemma 7.2. Let )I E (- 00, cu] he fixed, let n = (m&f be a r2on-negative row viector 
and let h L= (Brd)iEI be a non-negative column vector. De,fine the row vector x =* (x& 
bY 
xi zz (qi -- A)-‘fli, (W 
(0 < xi < co by (4.23) and Proposition 7.1 .(v)). Then 
(i) x.9 s -Ax ifn&cw, 
(ii) 9h s -Ah iff @h sh. 
The assertions (i) and (ii) hold, if we replace the inequalities with equalities. 
Proof. We have: 
x.&S - Ax C= zI (qi - A)-lniqii =S - A (qi - A )-'~i by (7.5) 
CD 2, qiOcS - A(q/ - A)-‘Vj ‘+ q, (q, _ A)-“R/ by (7.4) 
iEX 
4$* 7@e. 
Similarly we get the other assertions. El 
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Re~r)r; 7.3. By using Proposition 7.1, Lemma 7.2 and the properties of I- 
recurrent matrices (see [12]) we get [IO, Proposition 31, which asserts that {X(t)} is 
a-recurrent if and only if there is a unique left @-subinvariant vector x for 9 (i.e, 
&z$- w); furthermore ,I[’ is left tY-invariant for 9. (i.e. x,2? = - ax). A similar 
result h<olds for right a-subinvariant vectors. Ll 
In the following let A E 1: - 00, a] be fixed and let h be a column vector, which 
satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.2(ii). Let 6 = (dij)i,ieI be a matrix 
with elements 
Then & satisfies the conditions (7.1). Let {X(t)} be the Feller process of & It is easy 
to see that the corresponding semi-Markov kernels 0 and & are related by the 
relation (4.1!5), Thus we get by Theorem 4.3 
Pnqksftlon 7.4. A = 4y an6 {X(t)} is Ly -recurrent if and only if {g(t)} is recurrent. 
Note that the transition probability functions of {X(t)} and {R(t)} are easily seen 
to be related 
&it) = e”*hf’Pg(tjhj. (7 7) . 
Let x and fr be the unique left and right a-invariant vectors for 9 (see Remark 
7.3). Let w be defined throug.h (7S). Then v and h are the unique left and right 
invariant vectors for the matrix 6” (cf. Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 4.2). Let fi and C 
be defined as in Sectio:, 5. We have 
I 0 
for i = j. 
cj= 0 
I 
teQt@je’“‘<lt = (iz; - ~)-2&. 
0 
for i# j, 
pi (Ch )i = ri C (qi - a)-2qijhj 
j#i 
= & (by (7.5) and because O”h = h), 
By Theorem 51 we get 
(7 8) . 
li7 9) . . 
(i) (part of [ 1% Proposition 71) (X(t)} is a!-positive recurrent if and 
t eatfii (dt ) 
1 
-I z (Xh )“xihi (qi - o), iEI. Cl 
0 d?ecuwence a -trlmsience 
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